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Abax Global Equity Fund Commentary 
 
The Fund continued its strong performance into March, beating the benchmark by 2.6% and now up 

12.3% for the year in absolute terms. 

Pleasingly, the fund’s year-to-date performance can be attributed to a wide range of holdings and not 

just a few outlier share price moves.  In absolute terms, amongst the biggest contributors were: 

• Haier Electronics Group, the Chinese white goods manufacturer which has now recovered 

much of last year’s poor price performance (up 45% year-to-date).  Not only are they the leading 

washing machine and water heater manufacturer in China (and globally), but they also own a 

lesser known gem; their large appliance logistics unit, a significant leader in this space in China 

and with much future potential given the rapid growth of online trade. They have signed several 

joint venture deals with large online sellers to be their distribution partner, a critical component 

of the success of this unit. 

• Amazon continues its steady climb as they grow their global online presence and expand their 

Amazon Web Services cloud business. 

• Samsung Electronics delivered excellent results, in spite of last year’s S7 exploding battery 

debacle and the arrest of the co-vice chairman (and family scion).  We initially invested not 

because if their handsets or consumer electronics divisions, but because of the memory chip 

and screen businesses; these are exactly the ones now delivering excellent results and poised 

to continue with mass adoption of OLED (and foldable) screens and the hunger for more 

memory in smartphones. 

• Tencent steadily delivers on their integrated “connectedness” path, offering more and more 

compelling reasons to their 900m plus Chinese user base to remain inside the Tencent echo-

system and continue to spend more and more money within it. 

• Adidas also delivered good results, in spite of the lagging golf business and presented a very 

credible medium term vision that will drive both overall sales and margins. 

• Activision and Start Today, two relatively new holdings in the fund, both appreciated strongly, 

up 38% and 22% respectively, after delivering strong results.  Activision remains attractively 

priced for their strong and growing franchise in on- and off-line gaming, as well as their well-

timed move into mobile games. Start Today continued to grow strongly in the Japanese online 

clothing retail market, but it is their second-hand clothing market place (in Japan this means 

hardly-worn second hand clothing) that is delivering exceptional growth and profit. 

The few laggards for the year are AutoZone, Tractor Supply and Whirlpool – all of which showed 

lacklustre performance in an otherwise healthy US consumer environment.  The first two are quite 

weather dependent and suffered from a warmer than usual US Winter, whereas Whirlpool lagged on 

lacklustre performance from their Brazilian unit and the strong US Dollar against some of their 

international operations’ underlying currencies. 

The Fund remains invested in large, well-managed firms with clear competitive advantages and strong 

balance sheets, yet also offers some higher growth potential with more medium sized firms that are 

benefiting from great growth opportunities being offered in technology, healthcare and consumer 

products. 

 


